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Abstract: RNA structural motifs can be identified using methods that analyze base–base interactions
and the conformation of a structure’s backbone; however, these approaches do not necessarily take
into consideration the hydrogen bonds that connect the bases or the networks of inter-connected
hydrogen-bonded bases that are found in RNA structures. Large clusters of RNA bases that are
tightly inter-connected by a network of hydrogen bonds are expected to be stable and relatively
rigid substructures. Such base arrangements could therefore be present as structural motifs in RNA
structures, especially when there is a requirement for a highly stable support platform or substructure
to ensure the correct folding and spatial maintenance of functional sites that partake in catalysis
or binding interactions. In order to test this hypothesis, we conducted a search in available RNA
crystallographic structures in the Protein Data Bank database using queries that searched for profiles
of bases inter-connected by hydrogen bonds. This method of searching does not require to have prior
knowledge of the arrangement being searched. Our search results identified two clusters of six bases
that are inter-connected by a network of hydrogen bonds. These arrangements of base sextuples have
never been previously reported, thus making this the first report that proposes them as novel RNA
tertiary motifs.

Keywords: RNA structural motifs; base-base interactions; classification of base arrangement; RNA
crystallographic structures

1. Introduction

Hydrogen bonds are crucial for stabilizing the complex structures of ribonucleic acids (RNA).
Conformational changes in a particular RNA molecule can result from variations of the hydrogen
bond interactions present in a structure. Clusters of unbroken networks of hydrogen-bonded base
interactions have been reported previously in RNA structures [1–3]. In this work, a hydrogen-bonded
base interaction network is defined as an unbroken connection of bases that are interacting with each
other through at least one hydrogen bond. Even though such hydrogen-bonded base interaction
networks have been reported before, there is a paucity of work discussing large inter-connected
hydrogen-bonded clusters of bases in three-dimensional (3D) arrangements.

Various types of smaller base arrangements consisting of triples, quadruples, and quintuples
that can form tertiary-level motifs (3D motifs) have been observed, reported, and archived [4–6].
However, to our knowledge, there has been no systematic study to identify larger arrangements
composed of six base clusters and beyond, despite their possible importance as building-block modules
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of RNA structure. Identifying the existence of such 3D modules may lead to a more accurate design of
functionally relevant synthetic RNA molecules in addition to improving the capacity to model RNA
3D structures from sequence information.

An RNA 3D motif can be defined as a tertiary arrangement of nucleotides, nucleosides, or bases
that are repeatedly found in different locations either in the same RNA structure or in different RNA
molecules. The annotation of RNA 3D motifs can be divided into three main approaches that consider:
(i) the conformation of the RNA backbone [7,8]; (ii) the base–base interactions [1,3,9]; and (iii) the
alignment of RNA 3D structures to detect similarities in folding and sub-folding [10,11]. Many of the
known RNA 3D motifs discovered to date have an architectural role in RNA folding, functioning as
stabilizers of RNA 3D structure or as sites of ligand binding or catalytic activity [12–14] More recently,
RNA 3D motifs have been reported to play a role in miRNA biogenesis by acting as a guide for the
Dicer-like 1 (DCL1) enzyme to perform cleavage of miRNA–miRNA* duplexes [15]. In this paper, we
only focused on motifs that result from base–base interactions.

Expert visual examination of RNA structures has been a crucial aspect in the discovery of many
currently known 3D base motifs [4,16]. RNA 3D motifs that have been discovered and annotated
are available in various databases such as NCIR [4], RNA 3D Motif Atlas [9], and INTERRNA [6].
Several computer programs are available for identifying motifs in the available dataset of RNA
crystallographic structures [10,17–19], and these programs allow for an automated search capacity that
overcomes the limitations of manual visual curation such as the approach used for the NCIR database.

However, many of these computer programs require prior knowledge of the motifs to be provided
as search queries, thus making them useful for structural annotation purposes but of limited utility
for the discovery of novel motifs. The computer program COGNAC (COnnection tables Graphs for
Nucleic Acids) was reported to be able to search for unbroken networks of hydrogen-bonded base
interactions in RNA crystallographic structures that are available in the Protein Data Bank PDB [1].
A COGNAC search relies only on the user defining the connectivity of the bases by hydrogen bonds
without the need for specific prior knowledge of how the bases are arranged in 3D space. Due to this
capability, the COGNAC program may retrieve arrangements that are potentially novel motifs.

COGNAC annotations are independent of base sequence and any specific spatial arrangement
definitions, thus making it possible to retrieve similar base components that, when visually examined,
are in fact different in terms of spatial base arrangements. For example, the annotations for a query
composed of GGGG, that was annotated as a planar base quadruple in the spinach RNA aptamer
(G72.G29.G25.G68) (PDB ID: 4TS0), differed significantly from the GGGG base quadruple identified
in the Kluyveromyces lactis 80S ribosomal structure (G1433.G1278.G1273.G1277) (PDB ID: 4V92) that
was retrieved by the same search (Figure 1) [20,21]. While it is clear that the COGNAC program could
potentially identify novel motifs, a secondary classification technique would be needed to sift through
the hydrogen bond-connected base clusters that it retrieved.
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Figure 1. An example of a GGGG arrangement found in the structure of a spinach RNA aptamer (PDB 
ID: 4TS0) and Kluyveromyces lactis 80S ribosome (PDB ID: 4V92) that have different tertiary base 
arrangements, despite being retrieved using the same graph representation query of the COGNAC 
computer program. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Dataset 

In this study, 2158 structure coordinates containing RNA chains that were solved by X-ray 
diffraction of crystals were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [22]. This dataset includes 
coordinate files that contain RNA chains in the presence of other macromolecules or ligands. The 
downloaded structures represent a diverse repertoire of the available RNA molecules such as rRNA, 
ribozymes, riboswitches, mRNA, and tRNA. The resolution cutoff of the structures is 4 Å. 

2.2. COGNAC Searches 

The hydrogen bonding data for the 2158 structures were then generated by HBPRED, a program 
that was reported by Firdaus-Raih et al. [1]. The HBPRED program is based on the hydrogen bonding 
parameters used in the HBPLUS program but with specific modifications for use with RNA bases 
[23]. The hydrogen bonding information for the bases in all 2158 structures was then searched for 
specific arrangements of six base clusters (sextuples), where each base in a cluster is connected to 
another base by at least one hydrogen bond, using the COnnection tables Graphs for Nucleic ACids 
(COGNAC) computer program. The graph representations for the six possible arrangements of a base 
in a sextuple, each base being connected to at least one other base via at least one hydrogen bond 
(Table 1), were previously described by Firdaus-Raih et al. [1].   

2.3. Sextuple Sub-Classification 

The results generated from the COGNAC searches for each type of sextuple were deposited into 
the Interactions in RNA Structures Database (InterRNA) and can be accessed at 
http://mfrlab.org/interrna/. Each database entry is retrievable using an identification code referred to 
as the INTERRNA ID [6]. The flowchart for the data analysis and filtering process to sub-classify each 
type of sextuple is provided in Figure 2a.  

Figure 1. An example of a GGGG arrangement found in the structure of a spinach RNA aptamer
(PDB ID: 4TS0) and Kluyveromyces lactis 80S ribosome (PDB ID: 4V92) that have different tertiary base
arrangements, despite being retrieved using the same graph representation query of the COGNAC
computer program.

In this paper, we report the identification of 3D motifs in RNA structures by analyzing the data of
clusters of base interactions involving six bases that are interconnected by hydrogen bonds. Our results
revealed six base clusters that are repeated in different RNA molecules or can be found at different
locations in the same molecules, which makes them possible tertiary motifs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Dataset

In this study, 2158 structure coordinates containing RNA chains that were solved by X-ray
diffraction of crystals were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [22]. This dataset
includes coordinate files that contain RNA chains in the presence of other macromolecules or ligands.
The downloaded structures represent a diverse repertoire of the available RNA molecules such as
rRNA, ribozymes, riboswitches, mRNA, and tRNA. The resolution cutoff of the structures is ≤4 Å.

2.2. COGNAC Searches

The hydrogen bonding data for the 2158 structures were then generated by HBPRED, a program
that was reported by Firdaus-Raih et al. [1]. The HBPRED program is based on the hydrogen bonding
parameters used in the HBPLUS program but with specific modifications for use with RNA bases [23].
The hydrogen bonding information for the bases in all 2158 structures was then searched for specific
arrangements of six base clusters (sextuples), where each base in a cluster is connected to another base
by at least one hydrogen bond, using the COnnection tables Graphs for Nucleic ACids (COGNAC)
computer program. The graph representations for the six possible arrangements of a base in a sextuple,
each base being connected to at least one other base via at least one hydrogen bond (Table 1), were
previously described by Firdaus-Raih et al. [1].
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Table 1. Graph representations of six possible base connectivity patterns of a sextuple, where a base is
connected to at least one other base by at least one hydrogen bond, and the number of occurrences
found in the search dataset for each base sextuple type.
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2.3. Sextuple Sub-Classification

The results generated from the COGNAC searches for each type of sextuple were deposited into the
Interactions in RNA Structures Database (InterRNA) and can be accessed at http://mfrlab.org/interrna/.
Each database entry is retrievable using an identification code referred to as the INTERRNA ID [6].
The flowchart for the data analysis and filtering process to sub-classify each type of sextuple is provided
in Figure 2a.

The hydrogen bonding data for the COGNAC annotations were then parsed and extracted into
matrices using a Perl program. The matrix for each hydrogen bond-connected base cluster contains
information on the hydrogen bond donor base, the hydrogen bond donor atom, the hydrogen bond
acceptor base, and the hydrogen bond acceptor atom. The matrices were compared to identify a unique
set of hydrogen-bonded base networks. The extracted data for the hydrogen-bonded base networks
served as the input for the next phase to sub-classify each sextuple.

Next, the search queries and all the hydrogen-bonded base clusters were compared, and each
sextuple was further sub-classified using the PHP programming language. This phase of the data
processing involved the extraction of unique base clusters from the COGNAC searches; the pseudocode
for the process is provided in Figure 2b. Manual visual examinations of the structures were carried
out using the UCSF Chimera molecular graphics suite [24]. These analyses included assessments of
the different arrangements found superposed against each other using least-squares superpositions.
Follow-up multiple-sequence alignments were carried out to detect the conservation of the observed
sextuples at the sequence level.

http://mfrlab.org/interrna/
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Figure 2. (a) Flowchart of the sextuple sub-classification method based on the identity of hydrogen
bonding; (b) pseudo-code of the classification technique based on the identity of hydrogen bonding.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Filtering of COGNAC Searches

The methodology that employs the COGNAC computer program used in this study has been
proven to be able to identify hydrogen bond-connected bases from pairings to interactions involving
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six bases [1,6]. Although the COGNAC approach was reported to be able to extract novel motifs
without the need for prior knowledge of the tertiary base arrangements involved, it has the distinct
limitation of being able to only search for arrangements in which the bases are connected by hydrogen
bonds. That limitation, however, suited the ambit of this work in trying to find clusters of bases that
are interconnected by hydrogen bonds.

This work further limited the scope of analysis and discussion to only sextuple patterns (Table 1)
because smaller hydrogen bond-connected base arrangements such as triples, quadruples, and
quintuples have been reported and are also likely to be constituents of a larger sextuple interaction.
For example, the quadruple interaction (U438.A496.A498.G404) is a component of the sextuple
interaction (U438.A496.A498.G404.A499.U439) annotated in the 16S rRNA of Escherichia coli (PDB ID:
5J7L) [25].

The COGNAC searches returned a total of are 3572 unique arrangements that were extracted
from 10,168 annotations for the Type 1 sextuple pattern, 2102 pattern arrangements that were classified
from 5448 annotations for the Type 2 sextuple pattern, and 1862 pattern arrangements that were
classified from 4240 annotations for the Type 3 sextuple pattern. Furthermore, we obtained 299 pattern
arrangements that were classified from 525 annotations for the Type 4 sextuple pattern, 6 pattern
arrangements that were classified from 8 annotations for the Type 5 sextuple pattern, and 311 pattern
arrangements that were classified from 614 annotations for the Type 6 sextuple pattern (Table 1).

Once the COGNAC search results for each sextuple type were sub-classified, the arrangements
were analyzed to identify potentially novel structural motifs. In order to be considered as a potential
motif, we required that the candidate arrangement fulfilled at least one of two criteria. The first criterion
to be considered a motif was that the arrangement was repeatedly present in different RNA molecules,
while the second criterion, especially if the first criterion was not met, was that an arrangement could
be found in different locations of the same structure.

3.2. Hydrogen Bond-Connected Six-Base Interactions as Novel Structural Motifs

The results of the COGNAC searches were manually curated and were followed up by extensive
visual examination to confirm the fitness of the patterns retrieved to our search criteria. Through this
process, we were able to identify two sextuple base clusters that we propose as novel structural motifs,
one meeting the first criterion, and the other fitting the second criterion [24].

3.2.1. A Base Sextuple Annotated in Different RNA Structures

One potentially novel motif that was uncovered by our visual examination process of the filtered
COGNAC results is a GCA(A/U)(U/A)A Type 1 sextuple (Figure 3). The hydrogen bond donor–acceptor
combinations (Figure 3a) clearly fitted that of a Type 1 sextuple pattern (Figure 3c). Our searches and
analysis found this arrangement in four different RNA structures, i.e., 16S rRNA, 5S rRNA, a preQ1
riboswitch, and a S-adenosyl-(L)-homocysteine (SAH) riboswitch (Figure 3).

In this particular case, the base components at the R1, R2, R3, and R6 positions are conserved, with
R1–R3 superposing very well onto each other (Figure 3c). However, in three structures, the R5 position
is a uracil, while the R4 is an adenine, but in another structure the R4 is a uracil, while the R5 is an
adenine. Despite this variation, it is clear that the 3D space taken up by both R4 and R5 are conserved
due to the use of the same base components, despite them being on opposing sides of the pairing.
This suggests that such a sextuple can be a structural module that can occur within specific spatial
constraints and that variation in the sequence can exist, although the structures seem to be unrelated at
sequence level (purine to pyrimidine). This is actually a practical mechanism for increasing sequence
diversity that will at the same time maintain structural conservation, because the variations occur as a
pair (AU to UA) that retains the interaction space of the pairing that was replaced.

Further scrutiny and visual examination of each occurrence of this GCA(A/U)(U/A)A Type 1
sextuple revealed that these motifs are found in parts of their respective RNA molecules that do not
seem to share the same roles in different molecules. The GCA(A/U)(U/A)A Type 1 sextuple 3D motif,
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found in the 16S rRNA (G113.C314.A51.U114.A313.A116), is situated in a location that does not appear
to be directly involved in peptidyl-transferase activity. However, it is likely that this six-base cluster
contributes to the structural stability of the ribosomal small subunit and, therefore, has an indirect role
in protein synthesis. By visual examination of the cluster, we noted that it connects helix 5 and helix 7
to the body of the 16S rRNA structure, where helix 7 is one of three helices (helix 7, helix 44, and helix
16/17) that serve as the ’structural pole’ of the 16S rRNA molecule [26]. We further observed that this
potential 3D motif is located near and adjacent to bases that are involved in the interactions of the
ribosomal proteins S12 and S16 [26,27].
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In the 5S rRNA structure, the G53.C29.A56.A54.U28.A57 cluster is located in loop B of domain 
I, which is between loop C of helix II and helix III that interact with Domain V of the 23S rRNA, with 
the presence of ribosomal proteins L5 and L18 (Figure 4b). The L5 ribosomal protein also interacts 
with the ribosomal protein subunit S13, and subsequently, the C terminal region of the ribosomal 
protein subunit S13 is located between the anticodon arms of the A- and P-tRNA sites, which 
functions as the nucleic acid decoding center; these sites are collectively known as the protuberance 
center [28]. This G53.C29.A56.A54.U28.A57 cluster does not appear to be directly involved in the 
protuberance center but more likely serves to reinforce the stability of the 5S rRNA (Domain 1).  

In the preQ1 riboswitch structure, the G2.C21.A25.A3.U20.A26 cluster is located on the S1 stem 
and the L3 loop (Figure 4c). This particular Pre Q1 riboswitch is a 34-nucleotide H-type pseudoknot 
structure from Bacillus subtilis that serves as the preQ1 ligand recognition site [29]. In general, the H-
type pseudoknot is folded via the interior of the hairpin loop, forming an intra-molecular interaction 
with the base of the exterior stem and resulting in a pseudoknot with two stems and two loops [30].  

Figure 3. An example of a GCA(A/U)(U/A)A 3D arrangement that was annotated in four different RNA
crystal structures. (a) Table of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors that define the hydrogen-bonded
base network; (b) superposition of four similar base arrangements showing how they can be viewed in
the four different RNA crystal structures; (c) graphical representation of the hydrogen bond network
for the type 1 sextuple pattern (top) and corresponding base-by-base view of the superposed bases in
the four different RNA crystal structures (bottom).

In the 5S rRNA structure, the G53.C29.A56.A54.U28.A57 cluster is located in loop B of domain I,
which is between loop C of helix II and helix III that interact with Domain V of the 23S rRNA, with the
presence of ribosomal proteins L5 and L18 (Figure 4b). The L5 ribosomal protein also interacts with
the ribosomal protein subunit S13, and subsequently, the C terminal region of the ribosomal protein
subunit S13 is located between the anticodon arms of the A- and P-tRNA sites, which functions as
the nucleic acid decoding center; these sites are collectively known as the protuberance center [28].
This G53.C29.A56.A54.U28.A57 cluster does not appear to be directly involved in the protuberance
center but more likely serves to reinforce the stability of the 5S rRNA (Domain 1).

In the preQ1 riboswitch structure, the G2.C21.A25.A3.U20.A26 cluster is located on the S1 stem
and the L3 loop (Figure 4c). This particular Pre Q1 riboswitch is a 34-nucleotide H-type pseudoknot
structure from Bacillus subtilis that serves as the preQ1 ligand recognition site [29]. In general, the
H-type pseudoknot is folded via the interior of the hairpin loop, forming an intra-molecular interaction
with the base of the exterior stem and resulting in a pseudoknot with two stems and two loops [30].
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Figure 4. The GCA(A/U)(U/A)A motif (a) in the 16S rRNA crystal structure represented as orange
spheres and magnified to show the base arrangements using orange stick representations (PDB ID:
1IBM) [27]; (b) in the 5S rRNA crystal structure represented as blue spheres and magnified to show
the base arrangements using blue stick representations (PDB ID: 1JJ2) [31]; (c) in the preQ1 riboswitch
crystal structure represented as purple sticks with the arrangement extracted and magnified (PDB ID:
3K1V) [29]; (d) in the SAH riboswitch crystal structure represented as green sticks with the arrangement
extracted and magnified (PDB ID: 3NPQ) [32].

However, the H-type pseudoknot found in the 3K1V structure has two stems and three loops [29].
According to Aalberts and Hodas, the L3 loop where the G2.C21.A25.A3.U20.A26 cluster is annotated
is a frequent location of many tertiary interactions [33]. There is also a quintuple base interaction,
U6.A29.C18.G5.A28 (InterRNA ID: QUIN1_10653), very closely located at L1, end of S1, and end of L3,
which has been identified as the ligand recognition site [29]. It is therefore highly possible that the
G2.C21.A25.A3.U20.A26 cluster contributes to the stability of the ligand recognition site because it is
located under the recognition site quintuple.
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The fourth GCA(A/U)(U/A)A Type 1 sextuple can be found in the structure of a SAH riboswitch
(G5.C34.A43.A6.U33.A44) (Figure 4d). The SAH riboswitches bind to the S-Adenosyl-l-homocysteine
(SAH) molecule and can be found in many bacterial species [32]. The SAH riboswitch crystal structure
consists of three helices, named P1, P2, and P3 [32]. The six-base cluster annotated in the SAH
riboswitch is located at the P1 helix and the J1/4 junction [32], and our observations show that the
sextuple does not interact with the SAH molecule.

However, two adenine bases (A43.A44) at the J1/4 junction form hydrogen bonds with the other
four in the P1 helix, thus making the structure appear to be a type LL pseudoknot [32]. As with the
previous observations regarding this sextuple, we also believe that it serves to increase the rigidity of
the overall structure and is not directly associated with SAH binding that defines this riboswitch [32].

The structures in which the GCA(A/U)(U/A)A Type 1 sextuple could be found are not
functionally related. Although the six nucleotides involved in this motif are closely situated in
three-dimensional space, they span different sequence lengths and thus are not comparable using
multiple-sequence alignments.

3.2.2. A Base Sextuple Annotated at Different Locations in the Same Structure

In addition to the six-base cluster that we found in four different RNA molecules, we were also
able to identify a UAAGAC Type 2 sextuple that was annotated in three different locations in the same
large ribosomal subunit structures, thus fitting our second criterion of base arrangements that could be
potentially classified as tertiary motifs (Figure 5). This six-base cluster has a hydrogen bonded base
connectivity pattern (Figure 6a) that fitted the Type 2 sextuple arrangement (Figure 6c).
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Figure 6. The UAAGAC base sextuple that was annotated in three locations in the same RNA molecule,
a large ribosomal subunit structure (PDB ID: 4LT8). (a) Table of the hydrogen bond donors and
acceptors that define the hydrogen-bonded base network; (b) superposition of three similar base
arrangements as they can be viewed in the three different locations in same ribosomal subunit structure;
(c) graphical representation of the hydrogen bond network for the Type 2 sextuple pattern and the
corresponding base-by-base view of the superposed bases in the three different locations of the ribosomal
subunit structure.

The first location of this UAAGAC sextuple is at helix 52 and helix 56 of Domain III in the large
ribosomal subunit [35,36]. We also noted that this first site is located near the L2 ribosomal protein,
which is one of the ribosomal proteins nearest to the peptidyl transferase center [37,38].

The second UAAGAC sextuple is located at Domain IV, helix 61, and helix 62 [35,36]. This second
location is situated near two ribosomal proteins, L3 and L14 (Figure 5). The L3 ribosomal protein is
one of the closest to the peptidyl transferase center [37,38]. In addition to the ribosomal protein L3, the
ribosomal protein L14 is also involved indirectly in the binding site [39].

The third location for this UAAGAC sextuple, based on the large ribosomal subunit reference
structures of E. coli and Thermus thermophilus, is at Domain III, helix 55, and helix 58 [35,36].
This UAAGAC sextuple is close to the ribosomal protein L2 [38]. However, we noted that this
site could only be annotated in the large ribosomal subunit crystal structures of bacteria and was not
found in the available examples for archaea.

Multiple-sequence alignments of the large ribosomal subunit of Haloarcula marismortui, E. coli,
and T. thermophiles confirmed the results of the structural analysis that the third location for this
UAAGAC Type 2 sextuple does not appear to be present in the archaea example (Figure 7). The third
location appears to be in a more variable region in the structure of the large ribosomal subunit of
H. marismortui. As with the previous GCA(A/U)(U/A)A Type 1 sextuple, the UAAGAC sextuple also
appears to play a role in structural stabilization and does not appear to be directly involved in catalysis
or as a binding site.
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Figure 7. The UAAGAC base sextuples that were annotated in three locations in the sequences of
the same RNA molecule, the large ribosomal subunit structures of H. marismortui (PDB ID: 1FFK), T.
thermophilus (PDB ID: 4LT8), and E. coli (PDB ID: 4V55). (a) Multiple-sequence alignment of location 1
(partial sequences shown); (b) multiple-sequence alignment of location 2 (partial sequences shown) (c)
multiple-sequence alignment of location 3 (partial sequences shown).
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3.3. Presence of Known Motifs within the Sextuples

The sextuples that we report here are actually composed of elements that are already well known
as tertiary motifs. For example, both sextuples contain A-minor motifs [16]. An AGC type I A-minor
motif can be found in the GCA(A/U)(U/A)A Type 1 sextuple, while an AGC type II A-minor motif is a
component of the UAAGAC Type 2 sextuple. Furthermore, the presence of other structural motifs,
such as kink turns, can be seen and are expected to also be a feature of such larger motifs.

It is likely that other similarly large novel motifs discovered in the future will be composed of
smaller known motifs. In this work, we demonstrate that, although the sextuples have known motifs
as their constituent parts, mere visual examination was inadequate at identifying that they in fact
partake in a larger conserved tertiary arrangement.

It is also worth noting that the COGNAC searches aimed at identifying novel motifs, as in this
work, were intended for detecting tertiary motifs with the prerequisite of the component bases being
connected by at least one hydrogen bond. It is therefore possible that similar arrangements may exist
that were not retrieved by our search because they did not satisfy the hydrogen bonding criterion set.
However, other programs that can be used to identify such motifs are already available and can be
integrated in the process here reported, should they be required.

4. Conclusions

A cluster of six bases that are interconnected by a network of hydrogen bonds is expected to be
a highly stable sub-structure. Due to this, it is unsurprising that our examination of the structures
in which the GCA(A/U)(U/A)A Type 1 and the UAAGAC Type 2 sextuples can be found revealed a
structural stabilization role that contributes to the correct folding and tertiary space maintenance of the
associated functional sites. To our knowledge, this is the first such report that identifies these six bases
as an associated cluster. Therefore, we propose that these base sextuples be classified as novel RNA
tertiary motifs that may even have a wider role as RNA structural modules.
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